The Texas Board of Nursing posts this notice pursuant to the Texas Government Code §§551.041, 551.045, and 551.125.

On March 13, 2020, the Governor of the State of Texas certified COVID-19 as posing an imminent threat of disaster to the public health and safety and declared a state of disaster in all counties of Texas. On March 16, 2020, due to the declared COVID-19 emergency, the Governor of the State of Texas suspended certain provisions of the Texas Open Meetings Act that require government officials and members of the public to be physically present at a specified meeting location and authorized virtual and telephonic open meetings in an effort to reduce non-essential in-person contact. Further, on March 31, 2020, the Governor of the State of Texas issued Executive Order GA-14, requiring all Texans to minimize social gatherings and in-person contact, except when taking part in essential services or activities, until April 30, 2020.

The global pandemic of COVID-19 constitutes an emergency or urgent public necessity within the meaning of the Texas Government Code §551.045. Further, travel limitations are necessary to mitigate the risk of exposure to COVID-19 and render convening a quorum of the Texas Board of Nursing at one location difficult or impossible. Additionally, there is an urgent public necessity for the Texas Board of Nursing to carry out the functions and duties of the Board, pursuant to the Texas Occupations Code Chapter 301, including, but not limited to, licensing advanced practice registered nurses, registered nurses, and licensed vocational nurses, who are needed to provide patient care and ensure adequate staffing at healthcare
facilities during the global pandemic of COVID-19. In addition, the Board needs to consider and resolve a number of pending disciplinary matters in order to ensure that its licensees are safe and competent to provide patient care during the global pandemic of COVID-19.

Accordingly, the Texas Board of Nursing will hold a public meeting, through its duly authorized Eligibility and Disciplinary Committee, and will proceed by telephone conference, as allowed under the Texas Government Code §551.125(b). The Board members of the Eligibility and Disciplinary Committee will attend by telephone. Members of the public wishing to attend the meeting may also attend by telephone. Members of the public should call the following number and utilize the following access code to join the meeting:

**USA TOLL FREE CALL IN: (877) 226-9790**

**ACCESS CODE: 5912021**

Members of the public who attend the meeting by telephone should keep their telephone line muted when calling into the meeting.
AGENDA

I. CALL TO ORDER-9:00 A.M.

II. REVIEW OF THE AGENDA

III. THE ELIGIBILITY AND DISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD WILL MEET TO CONSIDER AND TAKE ACTION ON THE FOLLOWING:

A. ALJ PROPOSALS FOR DECISION:

*1.1. Consideration of Proposal For Decision, Recommendations, proposed settlement Agreements, if any, and Board action: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate #838497, Issued to DANIELLE LISA ALSTON, SOAH Docket No. 507-18-4090- JAbel

   1.1.a. Executive Session pursuant to 551.071(1), Texas Government Code, to discuss pending or contemplated litigation: Certificate #838497, Issued to DANIELLE LISA ALSTON, SOAH Docket No. 507-18-4090

*1.2. Consideration of Proposal For Decision, Recommendations, proposed settlement Agreements, if any, and Board action: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate #339103, Issued to JOSE JAIME BAZAN, SOAH Docket No. 507-20-0055- JAbel

   1.2.a. Executive Session pursuant to 551.071(1), Texas Government Code, to discuss pending or contemplated litigation: Certificate #339103, Issued to JOSE JAIME BAZAN, SOAH Docket No. 507-20-0055

*1.3. Consideration of Proposal For Decision, Recommendations, proposed settlement Agreements, if any, and Board action: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate #875431, Issued to DANA MARIE EFURD, SOAH Docket No. 507-20-1833- JAbel

   1.3.a. Executive Session pursuant to 551.071(1), Texas Government Code, to discuss pending or contemplated litigation: Certificate #875431, Issued to DANA MARIE EFURD, SOAH Docket No. 507-20-1833

*1.4. Consideration of Proposal For Decision, Recommendations, proposed settlement Agreements, if any, and Board action: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate #136713, Issued to JESUS REINALDO GARCIA, SOAH Docket No. 507-20-0978- JAbel

   1.4.a. Executive Session pursuant to 551.071(1), Texas Government Code, to discuss pending or contemplated litigation: Certificate #136713, Issued to JESUS REINALDO GARCIA, SOAH Docket No. 507-20-0978
*1.5. Consideration of Proposal For Decision, Recommendations, proposed settlement Agreements, if any, and Board action: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate #731995, Issued to THOMAS ROY GORDON III, SOAH Docket No. 507-18-5147- JAbel

1.5.a. Executive Session pursuant to 551.071(1), Texas Government Code, to discuss pending or contemplated litigation: Certificate #731995, Issued to THOMAS ROY GORDON III, SOAH Docket No. 507-18-5147

*1.6. Consideration of Proposal For Decision, Recommendations, proposed settlement Agreements, if any, and Board action: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate #803121, Issued to ADRIANA LEAL, SOAH Docket No. 507-20-0053- JAbel

1.6.a. Executive Session pursuant to 551.071(1), Texas Government Code, to discuss pending or contemplated litigation: Certificate #803121, Issued to ADRIANA LEAL, SOAH Docket No. 507-20-0053

*1.7. Consideration of Proposal For Decision, Recommendations, proposed settlement Agreements, if any, and Board action: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate #190040, Issued to STACY QUALLS, SOAH Docket No. 507-20-2175- JAbel

1.7.a. Executive Session pursuant to 551.071(1), Texas Government Code, to discuss pending or contemplated litigation: Certificate #190040, Issued to STACY QUALLS, SOAH Docket No. 507-20-2175

*1.8. Consideration of Proposal For Decision, Recommendations, proposed settlement Agreements, if any, and Board action: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate #51575, Issued to GLADYS MARIE WESTCOTT, SOAH Docket No. 507-18-5021- JAbel

1.8.a. Executive Session pursuant to 551.071(1), Texas Government Code, to discuss pending or contemplated litigation: Certificate #51575, Issued to GLADYS MARIE WESTCOTT, SOAH Docket No. 507-18-5021

B. DEFAULT ALJ PROPOSALS FOR DECISION:

*2.1. Consideration of Order of Dismissal and Remand, Recommendations, proposed settlement agreements, if any, and Board action: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate #211162 & #807155, Issued to STEPHANIE LYNN BAUGH, SOAH Docket No. 507-20-0757- JAbel

2.1.a. Executive Session pursuant to 551.071(1), Texas Government Code, to discuss pending or contemplated litigation: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate #211162 & #807155, Issued to STEPHANIE LYNN BAUGH, SOAH Docket No. 507-20-0757

*2.2. Consideration of Order of Dismissal and Remand, Recommendations, proposed settlement agreements, if any, and Board action: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate #870499, Issued to DANIELLE NICOLE DUBRY, SOAH Docket No. 507-20-1232- JAbel

2.2.a. Executive Session pursuant to 551.071(1), Texas Government Code, to discuss pending or contemplated litigation: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate #870499, Issued to DANIELLE NICOLE DUBRY, SOAH Docket No. 507-20-1232
2.3. Consideration of Order of Dismissal and Remand, Recommendations, proposed settlement agreements, if any, and Board action: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate #167196, Issued to BRENDI HUBBARD, SOAH Docket No. 507-20-0285

2.3.a. Executive Session pursuant to 551.071(1), Texas Government Code, to discuss pending or contemplated litigation: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate #167196, Issued to BRENDI HUBBARD, SOAH Docket No. 507-20-0285

2.4. Consideration of Order of Dismissal and Remand, Recommendations, proposed settlement agreements, if any, and Board action: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate #309962, Issued to KRISTEN CECELIA KELL, SOAH Docket No. 507-20-0254

2.4.a. Executive Session pursuant to 551.071(1), Texas Government Code, to discuss pending or contemplated litigation: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate #309962, Issued to KRISTEN CECELIA KELL, SOAH Docket No. 507-20-0254

2.5. Consideration of Order of Dismissal and Remand, Recommendations, proposed settlement agreements, if any, and Board action: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate #210538, Issued to CRAIG EUGENE KNIFLEY, SOAH Docket No. 507-20-1413

2.5.a. Executive Session pursuant to 551.071(1), Texas Government Code, to discuss pending or contemplated litigation: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate #210538, Issued to CRAIG EUGENE KNIFLEY, SOAH Docket No. 507-20-1413

C. AGREED ORDERS:

- Adams, Marinel Pitogo RN# 888215
- Anaya, Ileana Edith LVN# 335228
- Austin, Kathy D. APRN# AP115505/RX Auth # 7410/RN# 548084
- Briseno, Krysta Nicolle RN# 801876
- Brown, Brittany Renae RN# 956606
- Byrd, Brittney Kay RN# 812749
- Caito, Jessie Rebecca RN# 960091
- Callison, Debrah Lee LVN# 68617
- Carmack, Priscilla Loretta RN# 593941
- Corpuz, Berlette Go RN# 940964
- Crofford, Wanda Jo LVN# 90305
- Djoumessi, Olivier Bertrand RN# 883494/ APRN Petitioner
- Ebot, Doris Ebai RN# 769309
- Elliott, Symone LVN# 327179
- Exum, James Arthur RN# 769006
- Funteh, Audrey Mareh RN# 810556
- Galvan, Lucinda LVN# 300298
- Gordon, Kathleen A. RN# 530520
- Griffith, Courtney Monique LVN# 348616
- Gutierrez, Erica Kay RN# 772006
C.  AGREED ORDERS (con’t.):
Hammond, William Lonnie  RN# 930995/ LVN# 305716
Hill, Tammy Eileen  LVN# 185789
Isip, Restydale Rodriguez  RN# 719564/ APRN Petitioner
Jacobs, Jada Janae  RN# 720278
James, Peggy Mack  LVN# 175862
Johnopolos, Nichole Moon  RN# 914766/ LVN# 312572
Johnson, Jennilyn Julian  LVN# 189480
Kima, Elizabeth Esong  LVN# 342711/ RN Exam Petitioner
Lewis, Brittany Nicole  APRN# AP120669/ Rx Auth# 11584/RN# 741425
London, Claudette Shantel  LVN# 332310
McKay (Smart), Julie Eileen  RN# 623383
Martinez, Leticia Maria  RN# 748056
Modile, Adenike Priscilla  RN# 826503/ LVN# 219124
Moran, Sylvia Marie  LVN# 300750
Moreno, Ricardo  LVN# 121722
Morris, Kelly Rachelle  RN# 924580
Okorafor, Godwin Ugochukwu  LVN# 310006
Olivaress, Yessica  LVN# 223281
Pagel, Renate Hess  APRN# AP138209/ RX Auth# 27028/RN# 548182
Peterson, Patricia Elisse  LVN# 316601
Reed, Aaron Christopher  PTP TN RN# 232010
Reed, Lisa  RN# 863181
Renteria, Sara  RN# 866736
Rodriguez, Philip Garza  APRN# AP129266/ Rx Auth# 18963/RN# 852368
Suarez, Melissa A.  RN# 618614
Sy, Ma Lourdes Cayabyab  RN# 894083
Trotter, Alicia Kate  PTP NM RN # 88067
Vazquez, Jaime C.  RN# 823073
Williams, Wendy Renea  LVN# 302528
Wisener, Hannah Justine  PTP NM LVN# 57386
Worthington, Heather Marie  RN# 711943
Young, Bobbie Irene  RN# 867778/ LVN# 313820

D.  REINSTATEMENT AGREED ORDERS:
Baylock, Cheryl  RN# 847205
Defilippo, Michael Anthony  RN# 645563
Dupont, Sharla Kaye  RN# 711270
Mvoiyi, Chinyavu Valda  RN# 685818
Roane, Lauren Ashley  RN# 772166
Wiswall, James David  RN# 607962

E.  ELIGIBILITY AGREED ORDERS:
Cooper, Tiffany Syemone  LVN Endorsement Petitioner
West, Ciji  RN Endorsement Petitioner
F. AGREED ORDERS – KSTAR PROGRAM:
Coleman, Dona Nicole       RN# 863801
Goldsmith, Bethany Gayle   LVN# 211759
Johnson, Lyn               RN# 936582
Nwalie, Anthonia           LVN# 315095
Royse, Valerie D.          RN# 852061